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Abst ract - -Let  G = (V, E) be a simple graph. Denote by D(G) the diagonal matrix of its vertex 
degrees and by A(G) its adjacency matrix. Then, the Laplacian matrix of G is L(G) = D(G) - 
A(G). The first and second section of this paper contains introduction and some known results, 
respectively. The third section is devoted to properties of Laplacian spectrum. The fourth section 
contains characterization of graphs. The fifth section relates the Laplacian eigenvalues with the graph 
structure. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G = (V, E)  be a simple graph on vertex set V = {Vl, V2, . . .  , Vn} and edge set E = E(G). 
We assume that  the vertices are ordered such that dl _> d2 ~ . . .  >_ d~, where di is the degree 
of vi for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n and the average of the degrees of the vertices adjacent o vi is denoted 
by ms. Let N~ be the neighbor set of the vertex vi E V. Let A(G) be the adjacency matr ix 
of G and let D(G) be the diagonal matr ix of vertex degrees. The Laplacian matr ix  of G is 
L(G) = D(G) - A(G). Clearly, L(G) is a real symmetric matrix.  From this fact and Ger~gorin's 
theorem, it follows that  its eigenvalues are nonnegative real numbers. Moreover, since its rows 
sum to 0, 0 is the smallest eigenvalue of L(G). We can assume that  the Laplacian eigenvalues are 
)~1 ~--- ,~2 -~ " ' "  --~ -~n = 0. The multipl icity of ~ as an eigenvalue of L(G) will be denoted me(A).  
If A is an eigenvalue and the corresponding eigenvector X = (xl,  x2,.. . ,  xn) T of L(G),  then 
Axi --= d,xi - ~ {x j :  vivj E E} ,  i -=- 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, (1) 
J 
where di is the degree of the vertex vi of a graph G. 
Let K(G) = D(G) + A(G). If G is a connected graph then K(G) is a nonnegative, symmetric, 
and irreducible matrix.  Therefore, all the eigenvalues of K(G) are nonnegative. Also, let #1 -> 
#2 - " "  -> #~ -> 0 be the eigenvalues of K(G). The matr ix L(G) is well studied by several 
authors [1-4]. The matr ix  K(G) seems to be less well known. The monograph [1] gives only 
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two references, both written in Cyrillic characters. Already, we have seen that there is a strong 
connection between the eigenvalues of K(G) and the eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix of the 
line graph of G. In this paper, we also study some properties of the largest eigenvalue of K(G). 
2. LEMMAS 
LEMMA 2.1. (See [5].) Let G be a graph on n vertices and let H be a subgraph of G obtained 
by deleting an edge in G. Then, 
AI(G) >_ AI(H) >_ A2(G) >_ A2(H) _>... _> )~n-l(H) _> As(G) ---- An(H) = 0. 
LEMMA 2.2. (See [2].) Let G be a graph with n vertices. If A~(G), i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n  are the 
eigenvalues of L(G) then the eigenvalues of L(G c) are n - An_i(GC), i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n - 1 and O. 
LEMMA 2.3. (See [2].) Let G1 and G2 be graphs on n I and n2 vertices, respectively. Then, the 
eigenvaIues ofL(G1 x G2) are all possible sums Ai(G1) + Aj(G2), 1 < i < nl and 1 _< j _< n2. 
LEMMA 2.4. (See [4].) Let G be a graph with at least one edge. Then, 
A1 >__ dl -]- 1. (2) 
For a connected graph G on n > 1 vertices, equality holds in (2) if and only if dl = n - 1. 
LEMMA 2.5. (See [6].) Let G be a connected bipartite graph, and let H be a subgraph of G. 
Then, AI(H) _< AI(G), and equality holds if and only if H = G. 
3. THE SPECTRUM 
Strictly speaking L(G) depends not only on G but also on some (arbitrary) ordering of its 
vertices. However, Laplacian matrices afforded by different vertex orderings of the same graph 
are permutation-similar. Indeed, graphs G1 and G2 are isomorphic if and only if there exists 
a permutation matrix P such that L(G2) = ptL(G1)P. Thus, one is not so much interested 
in L(G) as in permutation-similarity invariants of L(G). Of course, two matrices cannot be 
permutation-similar if they are not similar, and two real symmetric matrices are similar if and 
only if they have the same eigenvalues. Denote the spectrum of L(G) by 
S(G)  : ( /~ l , ) t2 , . . . , ) tn ) .  
When more than one graph is under discussion, we may write Ai(G) instead of Ai. If v~ 6 V, 
denote its set of neighbors by Ni, i.e., 
N~ = {v je  V : v~v~ c E}.  
So [7] presented the following result on Laplacian spectrum. 
LEMMA 3.1. (See [7].) Let G be a simple graph. We construct a graph G + from G such that 
vertex vi is connected with vertex vj by an edge. Then, Ni = Nj in G if and only if the spectrum 
of L(G +) overlaps the spectrum of L(G) in n - 1 places. 
THEOREM 3.2. (See [8].) Let G = (V,E) be a graph with vertex subset V' = {vl ,v2, . . . ,vk} 
having the same set of neighbors {vk+l, vk+2,.. . ,  %}, where V = {v~,.. . ,  vk , . . . , vs , . . . ,  v,}. 
Then this graph G has at least k - 1 equal Laplacian eigenvalues and they are M1 equal to the 
cardinality of the neighbor set. Also, the corresponding k - 1 eigenvectors are 
. . . . .  0) T, oF ,  , and (1 ,0 , . , -1 , ,0 , . ,0 )  T 
2 3 
REMARK. Theorem 3.2 is also satisfied for K(G). 
Now we will give some important heorems on Laplacian spectrum. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let  G = (V ,E )  be a graph with a vertex subset V t = {vl ,  v2, . . . , vk } having the 
same set of  neighbors {vk+l, Vk + 2, . . . , Vk + g } , where V = {Vl,. • •, Vk , . . . , Vk + N , . . . , v~ }. Also, let 
E + = EUE t, where E t C V t x V' .  I fG  t = (W,E  t) has eigenvalues al >_ a2 >_ a3 >_ . . .  >_ ak = O, 
then the igenvalues of  L(  G+ ), where G + = (V, E +) are as fo110ws: those eigenvalues of  the graph 
G = (V, E)  which are equal to N (k - 1 in number)  are incremented by ai, i -- 1, 2 , . . . ,  k - 1 and 
the remaining eigenvalues are same. 
PROOF. Let A t be a nonzero eigenvalue corresponding eigenvector X t = (x ' l ,x '2 , . . .  ,x 'k)  T of 
L(Gt) .  Therefore, k E i=I  Xli : O. From L(Gt)X t = AtX I, we get 
At x' i  = d'~xti - Z {x ' j  : vivj e E '}  , 
J 
i = 1 ,2 , . . . , k ,  
where d'i is the degree of the vertex vi of a graph G'. 
We can rewrite these system of equations as follows: 
(A' + N) xti = (d'i + N)  x'~ - ~ {x' j :  viv~ 6 E '} ,  
J 
i=  1,2, . . . ,k .  (3) 
Since ~-]~=1 x'i = 0, we have 
also, 
k 
(A' + N) .O=di .O-  ~-~x' .  3, i=k+l ,k+2, . . . , k+N,  (4) 
j=l  
(A t +N)  .0 = d~. 0, i = k+N+ 1, k +N+ 2 , . . . ,n .  (5) 
where di is the degree of the vertex vi of a graph G. 
From (3)-(5), we conclude that )/ + N is an eigenvalue corresponding eigenvector X = 
(x t l , x t2 , . . . , x 'k ,O , . . .  ,0) T of L(G+) .  So, N + ai, i = 1,2, . . .  j are the eigenvalues of L(G+) ,  
n- -k  
where j is the largest positive integer such that aj ¢ 0. 
It is well known that the sum of the Laplacian eigenvalues i equal to the sum of the degrees of a 
graph. Also, using Lemma 2.1, we conclude that those eigenvalues of the graph G -- (V, E)  which 
are equal to N (k - 1 in number) are incremented by a~, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k - 1 and the remaining 
eigenvalues are same. | 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Let H1, //2, /-/3, and/ /4  be the graphs shown in Figure 1. We want to find out 
the spectrum of H1 , / /2 , / /3 ,  and H4. 
H1 
H~ 
/k 
w 
//3 
Figure 1. 
I-I4 
The spectrum of H1 (using Theorem 3.2 and the fact that the sum of the eigenvalues equals the 
sum of the degrees) is (3, 1, 0), that o f / /2  (using Theorem 3.3) is (3,3,0) and that o f / /3  (using 
Lemma 2.3) is (5, 5, 3, 3, 2, 0). Since the graph/ /4  is a complement of the graph/ /3 ,  therefore, 
using Lemma 2.2, the spectrum of/-/4 (Cycle C6) is (4, 3, 3, 1, 1, 0). 
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G1 
Figure 2. 
G2 
Vp 
~q 
EXAMPLE 3.5. We know that the structure of a graph is not completely determined by its 
spectra. Applying Theorems 3.2 and 3.3, we conclude that the two graphs G1 and G2 in Figure 2 
are cospectral but not isomorphic. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let G be a simple graph of order n. Also, let A be an eigenvalue and the 
corresponding eigenvector of L(G) be (xl, x2 , . . . ,  Xn) -]- • I f  we put  two similar graphs G side by 
side, and any vertex of the first graph G is connected by edges with the vertices which are adjacent 
to the corresponding vertex of the second graph G, then the resulting graph has eigenvalue 2A 
with the corresponding eigenvector ( x l , x2 , . . . , x~ , x l , x2 , . . . , x~ ) x and the remaining eigenvalues 
are 2dl, 2d2,. . . ,  2d~ with corresponding eigenvectors 
(,1,0, ,o,:1,0, ,o) ¢, (O,l,0,.,o,,0,-1,0,.,o)L 
n n ~ n 
(0,0,1,. . . ,0,0,0, -1 ,0 , . .  . ,0) T, . . . ,  and (0 ,0 , . . . ,0 ,1 ,0 ,0 , . . . , -1 )  T,
n n n n 
respectively. 
PROOF. Since A is an eigenvalue with corresponding eigenvector (xl, x2 , . . . ,  x=) x of L(G), 
Axi = dixi - E {xj :  vivj e E},  i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  (6) 
J 
where di is the degree of vi of a graph G. 
Let G + be the resultant graph where vki is the ith vertex of k th graph G, k = 1, 2. Also, let ~1 
be an eigenvalue and the corresponding eigenvector of L(G +) be (xu,  x12,. . . ,  xl=, x21, x22,.. . ,  
x2~) y. Then, 
J J 
k , l= l ,2 (k#l ) ,  i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n .  
(7) 
If we put x~j = xj, k = 1,2,Vj in (7), then we get 
5 J 
k , l= l ,2 (k¢ l ) ,  i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n .  
(8) 
Also, from the given condition we get 
2 E {xj: v~vj ~ E} = E {x~: vk~vk~ E+} + E {x~: vk~v,j ~ E+}, 
J J J 
k , l= l ,2 (k#l ) ,  i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n .  
(9) 
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Using (9) in (8) and (6), we get )%1 = 2)%. Therefore, we can conclude that 2A1 is an eigenvalue 
with corresponding eigenvector (xl, x2, . . . ,  x~, xl, x2, . . . ,  xn) T of L(C+). 
Using Theorem 3.2, we conclude that 2d1,2d2,...,2dn are the remaining eigenvalues with 
corresponding eigenvectors 
,°,:1,°, ",°) T, (°,1,°, ,°,°,-1,°, ,°) T, 
n n n n 
(0 ,0 ,1 , . . . ,0 ,0 ,0 , -1 ,0 , . . . ,0 )  T, . . . ,  and (0 ,0 , . . . ,0 ,1 ,0 ,0 , . . . , -1 )  T, 
v Y y 
T t  n r~ n 
respectively. | 
EXAMPLE 3.7. Let G 3 be the resultant graph shown in Figure 3, obtained by taking path P4 as C 
in Theorem 3.6. Every vertex of the first graph path P4 is connected by edges with the vertices 
which are adjacent to the corresponding vertex of the second graph path P4. The spectrum of P4 
is (3.41, 2, .58, 0). Using Theorem 3.6, the spectrum of C3 is (6.83, 4, 4, 4, 2, 2, 1.17, 0). 
C3 
Figure 3. 
LEMMA 3.8. I f  an isolated vertex is connected by edges to all the vertices of a graph C of order n, 
then the eigenvalues of the resultant graph are as follows: one of the eigenvalue is n + 1, the other 
eigenvalues can beobtained by incrementing the eigenvalues of the old graph C by 1 except he 
lowest one and 0 as another eigenvalue. 
PROOF. Using Lemma 2.2, we can easily get the required result. | 
THEOREM 3.9. Let Ai, i = 1, 2, . . . ,  n be the eigenvalues of a graph C. If we drop one vertex 
and its corresponding edges in the graph C and the eigenvalues of the resultant graph are )%~i, 
i=  l ,2 , . . . ,n -1 ,  then 
A~I + 1 _> )%2, At2 + 1 _> A3,.. ",)%/n--2 "~- 1 >__ )%n--1. 
PROOF. Let one isolated vertex be connected to all the vertices of the graph C - {vi}, where vi 
is any vertex of C. Using Lemma 3.8, we conclude that the eigenvalues of the resultant graph are 
. . .  )%] ~_.  n, A'l +1, )%'2 + l, , n-2 + 1,)%'n-1 O. 
Since C is a subgraph of the resultant graph, therefore, the eigenvalues are nondecreasing, that 
is, 
)%]1 + 1 _> )%2, )%]2 + 1 _> )%3,..., A]n-2 + 1 > )%n-1. 
Hence, the theorem. | 
Cut vertex is a vertex whose deletion along with incident edges breaks up the remaining raph 
into two or more disconnected components. 
COROLLARY 3.10. (See [4].) Let C be a connected graph and suppose that vw is a cut vertex 
of C. If  the largest component of C -  {Vw} contaiAs r vertices, then 
r + 1 _> A2(G). 
PROOF. It is well known that )%1(C - {vw}) ~ r. Applying Theorem 3.9, we get the required 
result. | 
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4. CHARACTERIZAT ION OF  GRAPHS 
In this section, we consider that G is a connected graph. Let IZl be the largest eigenvalue 
of K(G). It is well known that all the eigencomponents of an eigenvector corresponding to the 
eigenvalue #1 of K(G) are of the same sign (nonzero). We can assume that all the eigencompo- 
nents are positive. Already, we found in literature [9] graphs which achieve the upper bound for 
the largest Laplacian eigenvalue of graphs. In this section, we characterize the graphs from the 
largest eigenvalue #1 of K(G). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let X = (Xl,X2,... ,xn) T be an eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue #1 of 
K(G). If xi is the largest eigencomponent, then the degree of the vertex vi is greater than or 
equal to #1/2. 
PROOF. Similar proof as Lemma 2.1 in [9]. | 
LEMMA 4.2. I f# l  = dx + d2 (dl :~ d2), then 
(i) the vertices corresponding to the largest and the second largest eigencomponents, are 
adjacent; 
(ii) the second largest eigencomponent is greater than or equal to ~x i ,  where xi is the largest 
eigencomponent. 
PROOF. Similar proof as Lemma 2.3 in [9]. | 
Let G = (17, E). If every vertex in V has degree r, then G is r regular graph. If G is a r 
regular graph, then 2r is the largest eigenvalue of K(G) and the corresponding eigenvector is
(1,1, . . . ,1)  r .  
THEOREM 4.3. Let G be a connected graph. Then, tzl = d 1 +d 2 if and only if G is a star graph 
or a regular graph. 
PROOF. If G is a star graph or a regular graph then #1 = dl + d2. 
Conversely, let #1 = dl + d2. We have to show that G is a star graph or a regular graph. 
Two cases arise 
(i) dl # d2, 
(ii) dl  = d2. 
CASE (i). dl ~ d2. Let X = (x l ,x2, . . . ,  xn) x be an eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue 
dl + d2 of K(G). Also, let xi and xj be the largest and the second largest eigencomponent. 
Therefore, for vj 6 V, 
#lxj = djxj + E {xk : vjvk E E} , 
k 
i.e., (#1 -- dj) zj ~- E {xk : vjvk e E},  
k 
i.e., (dl + d2 - dj) _< x_~ + dj - 1, by Lemma 4.2 (i), 
xj 
dl  
i.e., dl <_ (dl + d2 - dj) <_ d22 + d2 - 1, by Lemma 4.2 (ii), 
i.e., (dl - d2) (d2 - 1) < 0. 
Since G is a connected graph and d l¢  d2, from (10) we get d2 = 1. Hence, G is a star graph. 
CASE (ii). dl -- d2. Let Y = (y l ,y2, . . . ,yn)  T be an eigenvector corresponding to the eigen- 
value 2dl of K(G). 
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We can assume that yi is the largest eigencomponent and is equal to 1 and the other eigen- 
components are less than or equal to 1. Using Lemma 4.1, we get di = dl. Hence, for vi E V, 
2dl = dl + E {yJ : vivj E E} , 
J 
i.e., E {YJ : vivj E E} = dl. 
J 
(11) 
Since all the eigencomponents are less than or equal to 1, from (11) we can conclude that yj = 1, 
vivj E E. Using Lemma 4.1, we get dj = dl. Also, for vj E V such that vivj E E, 
2dl = dl + E {yk : VjVk C E} , 
k 
i.e., E {Yk : vjvk C E} = dl. 
k 
(12) 
From (12), we get Yk ---- 1, vjv k E E, ViV j E E. Using Lemma 4.1, we get dk = dl. Continuing 
the procedure, it is easy to see, since G is connected, that the degree of vertices in G are the 
same. Hence, G is a regular graph. | 
Let G = (V, E). If V is the disjoint union of two nonempty sets V1 and V2 such that every 
vertex in V1 has degree r and every vertex in I12 has degree s, then G is (r, s)-semiregular graph. 
Let G be a (r, s)-semiregular bipartite graph of order n with first p vertices of degree r and the 
remaining q vertices of degree s, where p = ns/(r  + s), q = nr / ( r  + s). Then, r + s is the largest 
eigenvalue of K(G) and the corresponding ei envector is (r, r , . . . ,  r ,s ,  s , . . . ,  s) T. 
Y Y 
P q 
LEMMA 4.4. (See [10].) Let G be a connected graph. For v~ E V, the degree of v~ and the 
average of the degrees of the vertices adjacent to v~ are denoted by di and m~, respectively. 
Then, dl + ml = d2 + m2 . . . . .  dn + mn if and only if G is a regular graph or a bipartite 
semiregular graph. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let G be a connected graph. Then, 
#1 _< max {di + mi : vi C V}, (13) 
with equality if and only if G is a regular graph or a bipartite semiregular graph. 
PROOF. Let X = (Xl ,X2, . . . ,xn)  T be an eigenvector corresponding to an eigenvalue #1 of 
D-Z(G)K(G)D(G).  We can assume that x~ is the largest eigencomponent 1, and the other 
eigencomponents are less than or equal to 1, that is, xi = 1 and xk <<_ 1, Yk. 
Let us consider the matr ix 0 -1 (G)K(G)D(G). Now the (i, j)th element ~of D- I (G)K(G)D(G)  
is 
di ,  
O, 
We have D- I (G)K(G)D(G)X  = #iX.  For 
i f /= j ,  
if v~vj E E, 
otherwise. 
vi E V, 
#lxi = dix~ + [ di : viv~ E E , 
i.e., #1 -< di + mi. (14) 
Suppose that the equality holds in (13). Then, #1 -> di + rni. Using this result and from (14), 
we get #1 --= di + rn~. Therefore, xj = 1, vivj E E. 
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Forv /E  V, 
dkxk } 
# lX j=d jx  i+E  T :V ivkEE  , 
k 
i.e., ~z ~ dj + mj .  (15) 
From the quality, we get #1 >- dj + mj. Using this result and from (15), we get #1 = dj + m i. 
So, xk = 1, vjvk 6 E, vivj C E. Continuing this procedure, we can easily show that dl + ml = 
d2 q- m2 . . . . .  dn + ran, since G is connected graph. Using Lemma 4.4, we conclude that G is 
a regular graph or a bipartite semiregular graph. 
Conversely, let G be a regular graph or a bipartite semiregular graph. Then, we can easily see 
that the equality holds in (13). | 
5. E IGENVALUES AND GRAPH STRUCTURE 
In this section, we will see the relationship between the Laplacian spectrum and graph structure. 
A pendant vertex is a vertex of degree 1. Grone and Zimmermann [11] found the following lower 
bound for the multiplicity of the eigenvalue n. 
LEMMA 5.1. (See [11].) Let G = (V, E) be a simple graph with n vertices. Then, the multiplicity 
of n as an eigenvalue of L(G) is at least s - 1 if and only if G contains a complete s-partite graph 
on V as a subgraph. 
THEOREM 5.2. I f  G is a simple graph,.then 
where me(n)  is the multiplicity of an eigenvalue n of L(G), dn is the minimum degree and dl is 
the maximum degree of the graph G. Ix] denotes the greatest positive integer less than or equal 
to x. 
PROOF. For any graph H, 
(M + 1) + (k - 1)(m + 1) < n, (17) 
where m is the minimum degree, M is the maximum degree and k is the number of components 
of the graph H. 
Let G be the complement graph of the graph H. Therefore, di + m -- n - 1, dn + M = n - 1, 
and ma(n) = k - 1. Using these relations, we get from (17), 
Idol i.e., raG(n) _< 
dn 
me(n)  < - - ,  
- n-d1  
(since mG(n) is a nonnegative integer). 
COROLLARY 5.3. I[ a connected graph G has a pendant vertex, then the multiplicity of an 
eigenvalue n of L(G) is at most 1. 
EXAMPLE 5.4. The graphs H1, H2, //3, and H4 are shown in Figure 1. Using (16), we get the 
upper bound on ma(n) of graphs/-/1,/-/2, H3, and Ha as 1,2,1, and 0, respectively. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let X = (xl, x2,. . . , xn) T be an eigenvector corresponding to an eigenvMue A. If  xi 
is the largest and xj is the smMlest eigencomponent, then the smallest eigencomponent xk such 
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that ViVk E E is greater than or equal to (1 - A)xi. Similarly, the largest eigencomponent Xp
such that VjVp C E is less than or equal to (1 - A)xj. 
PROOF. Since X = (xl, x2, . . . ,  Xn) T is an eigenvector corresponding to an eigenvalue A of L(G). 
For vi E V, 
E {xt: vivt E E} = (di - A) xi 
t 
=x~+x~+- . .+x~+(1-A)x i .  
d~ - 1 
Since xi is the largest eigencomponent and xk = mint{xt : vivt E E}, therefore, the eigencom- 
ponent Xk such that ViVk E E must be greater than or equal to (1 - A)xi. 
Forvj  EV,  
E {xt: vjvt e E} = (dj - A) xj 
t 
=xj  +x j  + . . .  +x j+(1-  A)xj. 
dff-- 1 
Since xj is the smallest eigencomponent and Xp = maxt{xt : vjvt E E}, therefore, the eigen- 
component xp such that VjVp E E must be less than or equal to (1 - A)xj. | 
COROLLARY 5.6. Let G be a simple graph and A (0 < A < 1) be an eigenvalue of L(C). Also, 
let vi be the vertex whose corresponding eigencomponent is largest (or smallest). Then, the 
eigencomponents corresponding to the neighbors of vi are of the same sign as the largest (or 
smallest) eigencomponent. 
PROOF. The proof follows directly from Lemma 5.5. | 
COROLLARY 5.7. Let G be a simple graph and A (0 < A < 1) be an eigenvalue oY L(G). Then, 
the vertices corresponding to he largest and the smallest eigencomponents of A are not directly 
connected and do not have any common eighbor. 
PROOF. It is well known that the sum of the eigencomponents corresponding to any nonzero 
eigenvalue of L(G) is equal to zero, Therefore, the largest and the smallest eigencomponents of 
A (~ 0) are of different signs. Since 0 < A < 1, therefore, it follows from Corollary 5.6. | 
THEOREM 5.8. Let G be a simple connected graph with an eigenvalue A (0 < A < 1). Then, the 
diameter of C is at least 3. 
PROOF. Since graph C is connected, using Corollary 5.7, we conclude that the diameter of C is 
at least 3. | 
THEOREM 5.9. Let C be a simple connected graph of order n (> 2). I f  G has a pendant vertex, 
then the smallest nonzero eigenvalue is less than or equal to 1. Moreover, the smallest nonzero 
eigenvalue is strictly less than 1 if the pendant vertex is not adjacent o the highest degree vertex. 
PROOF. The highest degree of the complement graph C c of graph G is n - 2. Since G has a 
pendant vertex and n > 2, therefore, the complement graph C c has at least one edge. Therefore, 
the largest eigenvalue of C c is AI(G c) _> n - 1, by Lemma 2.4. Using Lemma 2.2, we get 
An-I(G) = n -  AI(G c) _< 1. 
Let us construct a tree T of order n such that one isolated vertex connected to the pendant 
vertex of a star graph of order n - 1. Using Lemma 2.5, we get AI(T) > n - 1. Since pendant 
vertex is not adjacent o the highest degree v rtex in G, therefore, G ¢ is connected and in G e 
one vertex is not adjacent o the highest degree vertex (highest degree is n - 2). Then, T is a 
subgraph of G c. Therefore, AI(G ~) > As(T) > n - 1, that is, An-l(G) < 1. | 
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